Lesson:
Journey for Peace, Comics, French. Lesson 3.

Comic:
All 7 Comics.

Overview of Key Skills
Cross-curricular links
Listening to single directions and then sets of directions being read out by staff and Geography : Citizenship
demonstrating understanding of these.
Giving directions to specific places on a map.
.
Learning
All pupils to demonstrate understanding of simple directions in French and all pupils to give simple directions orally.
Objectives:
More able pupils to demonstrate understanding of more complex directions- 3 consecutive instructions or more and use of prepositions of place (Listening and Reading
work)
More able pupils to give more complex directions- 3 consecutive instructions or more and use of prepositions of place (Speaking and Writing)
Key Teaching
Points /
Research
Opportunities

Independent
Work

Pupils to be given a map (large print or braille) that has the location of all the statues on it and also shows where each statue is, in relation to the other statues.
Pupils to be given a vocabulary list of directions-some previously learned- to read through and note
Less able or younger pupils could reinforce learning of vocabulary to give directions by listening to, learning and doing the actions of 'Le port, le port, c'est loin ?'.
Listening exercise in class using the map to test pupils understanding of key vocab and to familiarise them with the map and explore it in the context of the comics
story-line.
Pair-work- pupils to take turns to give each other directions from a given point to one of the statues.. Success if they follow the directions and get to the right statue.

The initial exploring of the large print or braile maps, will be done independently by each pupil.
Pupils can research unknown vocabulary using text dictionaries or using www.wordreference.com.

Plenary

Resources,
including ICT
Key
Questions

Pupils in small groups to give a short presentation descrbing fluently how to get from one particular statue to another. Then pupils are to demonstrate understanding when
they read out a route for Eoin to follow.
Comics ; Statue map annotated in French ; Vocabulary sheet noting directions and prepositions of place.

Où est la statue ? C'est loin ?

Vocabulary
Tournez à droite/à gauche ; Continuez tout droit ; près de ; à côté de ; première, deuxième, troisième,
Success
Criteria
Assessment
Opportunities

All Learning objecives to be achieved.
Teacher to observe all lessons and prompt pupils to take part in more discussion ;

